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This paper gives a counterexample that the strong unicity fails for best monotone
approximation by reciprocals of polynomials and establishes the strong unicity of
order 1/2 for some class of functions. II;) 1994 Academic Press. Inc

1. INTRODUCTION

Let C[a, b] denote the space of all real continuous functions defined on
an interval [a, b] with the uniform norm. For a function fin C[a, b], the
best approximation of f by a family of monotone functions has been
studied by many authors (see [1-4]). In paper [4], the approximation by
monotone reciprocals of polynomials was considered. The approximation
problem, which was presentrd by G. D. Taylor, is the first step for studying
the approximation by monotone rationals. The characterization and
unicity theorems were given in [4]. It is already known that strong unicity
of the best approximation is related to the Lipschitz conditions for the best
approximation operators. In this paper, we consider the strong unicity of
the best monotone approximation by reciprocals of polynomials. In Sec
tion 2, at first, we give a counterexample for which the strong unicity fails;
and second, in Sections 3 and 4, the unicity for some class of functions and
strong unicity of order 1/2 are established, respectively.
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Let 1r n denote the set of real algebraic polynomials of degree n or less.
Define

Rn= {r=d/p: pE1rn, p(x»O for all x in [a, b], d= ±1 or O}

R: = {rE R: r'(x) ~O for all x in [a, b]}.

For/EC[a,b], ifrIER: satisfies

III - rIll = inf{ III - rll : r E R:}

then rl is called a best monotone approximation of I by reciprocals of
polynomials. From [4], for any IE C[a, b], the best approximation to I
exists.

Remark. (1) If n = 0 or IE R:, the best approximation to I is strongly
umque

(2) IEC[a,b] satisfies max{J(x): xE[a,b]}= -min{J(x):xE
[a, b]} if and only if the best approximation of I in R: is r1= 0 (see [4]
or observe this directly by the characterization of [6]). In this case, rf = 0
is not strongly unique in general. For example, let

-1/4,
- [(n + 6)/(n + 2)] x - 1/4,
- 3/4 - 2/(n + 2),

3n
2
+11n+6( 1) 3 2
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3/4 - 1/(n + 1),

x=O

o<x< 1/2

X= 1/2

1/2 < x < 1

x=1

-1/4,
-x-l/4,

lo(x)= -3/4,
3(x - 1/2) + 3/4,

3/4,

x=O

0< x < 1/2

X= 1/2
1/2 < x < 1

x=l

rn(x)= -1/(nx+ 1), XE [0,1]; ro=O, XE [0,1].

Then for any n = 1, 2, ... , rn is a best approximation to In in Rn. Since
rnE R:, rn is also a best approximation to In in R:. On the other hand, ro
is also a best approximation to I in R:. Since In -+ 10 but rn-f-> ro, ro is not
strongly unique.

By the above remarks, without loss of generality, we can assume that
n ~ I,fE C[a, b] \R:, and max(f(x): x E [a, bJ} # -min{J(x): x E [a, bJ}
in the following.
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2. CHARACTERIZAnON AND COUNTEREXAMPLE

The following is given in [4]:
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THEOREM A. fEC[a,b]\R:, rr=d/Pr (d=l or -1) is a best
approximation to fin Rn* if and only if there is no element q E Trn such that

sign q(x) = sign [f(x) - rr(x)], x E A(f, rr)

q'(x) > 0, X E B(rr)'

where

A(f, rr) = {x E [a, b]: IIf - rrll = If(x) - rr(x)l}

B(rr) = {XE [a,b]:r'(x)=O}.

For convenience, we define the notations

Sj = {a(x)(1. x, ...• x n): xEA(f, rr)}

Sz = {(O. 1, 2x• ..., nxn~ I): XE B(rr)}'

where a(x) = sign [f(x) - rr(x)].

THEOREM 2.1. fE C[a.b]\R:, max{f(x):XE [a.b]} ¥ -min{f(x):
XE [a. b]}, rrE R:, and the following are equivalent to each other:

(1) rr is a best approximation to f in R:.
(2) OECO(SI uSz).

(c) There are XI' ... , xmEA(f, rr), YI' ... , YkEB(rr), and IX,.> 0, f3j >O
(i= 1,2, ... , m;j= 1, 2, ..., k) such that for any pEnn

m k

L lX;a(x;) p(x,) + L f3j p'(Yj) = 0
i~ I j= 1

(1)

and in addition, m + 2k - e ~ n + 2, m ~ 1, where e is the number ofpoints in
{a, b} n {YI' ..., yd.

Proof By the "Linear Inequality Theorem" of [6] and Theorem A. the
equivalence of (1) and (2) is obtained easily.

As to the equivalence of (2) and (3), what we need to do is to prove that
m ~ 1 and m + 2k - e ~ n + 2. Clearly, m ~ 1 is true. In fact, if otherwise we
would have that for any f' E C[a, b] \R:, rr was also a best approximation
to 1', which, obviously, is a contradiction. Now let's prove that
m + 2k - e ~ n + 2. Set

H=(a,b)n[{Yl'·"'Yk}\{X1, ..·,Xm }]
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and let s be the number of points in H. Without loss of generality, assume
that H = {y I , ... , Yj}' If we can prove that m + k + s ~ n + 2 then

m +2k -e~m+k +s~n+ 2

and thus we complete the proof.

Suppose that K=m+k+s~n+1, then (1) implies

m s k

L Cl;(J(X;)X;+ L YvY~+ L {Jjty;-I=O,
i= 1 V= t j= I

t=O,l, ...,K, (2)

where 'Iv = 0, for v = I, 2, ..., s. Let C denote the coefficient matrix of (2) in
the view of CliO'(X;), 'lv, {Jj being unknown numbers for i= 1, 2, ... , m,
v = 1, 2, ... , s, j = 1, 2, ... , k, then C is the matrix of the following Birkhoff
interpolation problem. Find q E 7[k satisfying

q(X;) = ai'

q(yv) = b.,

q'(y) = Ci ,

i= 1, 2, , m

v = 1,2, , s

j= 1,2, ..., k.

(3)

Since, in interpolation problem (3), the points where the interpolation con
dition on g' can occur without a corresponding condition on q are at most
the points a and b, the incidence matrix of the above Birkhoff interpolation
problem satisfies the Polya condition. Moreover, the incidence matrix has
no support sequence, hence the incidence matrix is order normal by [7].
This implies that (3) has a unique solution in 7[k' So (2) has only the zero
solution, which is a contradiction.

EXAMPLE 2.1 (Best Approximation Which Is Not Strongly Unique).
Define

p/(X) = -(x-1/fi)3+c,

f(x)= 1/2-x2 + [Pr(x)J-I,

where C is a constant with

min p/(x) =.)2.
[-1,I]

XE[-I,I]

x E [-1, 1],

Then r/= lip E Rf is a best approximation to f
In fact, Ilf - rIll = 1/2 and

AU>r) = {-1, 0, I}; B(rj ) = {l/J3}
0'(-1)=-1, (J(O) = 1, 0'(1)=-1.
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It is easy to check that

(2 - j3) (1( -1) p( -1) + 4(1(0) p(O)

+ (2 +fi) a(l) p(1) + 2 fi p'(1/fi) = 0

23

for p(x) = 1, X, x 2
, x 3

• By Theorem 2.1, rf is a best approximation to f
in Rj.

For sufficiently small Ot > 0, set

xE[-1,1].

Then p~~o for all x in [-1,1] and r,,= 1/p"ERj. Since P,,~ Pf when
Ot ~ 0, there is aM> 0 such that

for any x E [ -1, 1] and sufficiently small IX> o.

Claim I. For sufficiently small IX> 0,

In fact, by [2, Sect. 2, Claim II]

which implies that

Claim II. For sufficiently small Ot > 0,

Proof The following was proved in [2]:

For any x E [ - 1, 1]

(4)
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If 1/2 - x 2 and - IXX[X2
- (I - IX) J have the same sign, then

If(x) - r, (x)1 = I! - x 21+ 1- IXX[X2
- (I - IX)]/Pr(x) pJx-)1

~ I! - x 2
1 + I-IXX[X2

- (1 -IX)JI

= I! - x 2
- IXX [x 2

- (1 - IX) J1

If I/2-x 2 and -ax[x2 -(l-IX)J have different signs, since

1!-x2 1~ 1-lXx[x2 -(I-IX)J/p,(x) p/(x)!

If(x) - r, (x)1 = I! - x 2!_I_ IXX[X2
- (1 -a)]/pAx) p, (x)1

~ 1!-x21~!+a2

holds for sufficiently small IX> 0, the proof of Claim II is complete.

Now from Claim I and Claim II

when IX -> O. Hence r/ is not strongly unique.

3. STRONG UNICITY FOR SOME CLASSES

LEMMA 3.1. If rIE R: is a best approximation to f, and q E nn satisfies

(1) q(x)(J(x)~OjoranyxEA(f,rr),

(2) q'(x) ~ 0 for any x E B(rf)'

(3) x E (a, b) n B(rr) and q'(x) = 0 implies q"(x) = 0;

or if it satisfies (1), (2), and

(3') 1~ oPf~ 2

then q == 0, where oPr means the degree of Pr'

Proof By the conditions (1) and (2) and Theorem 2.1, we have that
q(x;) =0 and q'(Yj) =0 for i= 1, 2, ... , m;j= 1,2, ... , k.

In the case (3), we count the zeroes of q'(x). Since q"(y) = 0 for
YjE (a, b), q'(x) has at least two zeroes at Yj for YiE (a, b) and q'(x) has at
least 2k - e zeroes at Y l' ... , Yk' As to Xl' ..., Xm' without loss of generality,
we assume XI <x2••• <xm and q $0. Since q(xi)=q(Xi+!l=O, q'(x) has at
least one zero z in (Xi' Xi + I)' which is different from any Yi (j = 1,2, ..., k),
or there is Yi such that q'(x) has at least three zeroes at Yi' In fact, if
otherwise, q'(x) has two zeroes at any Yi' and q'(x) ¥ 0 for any x in
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(Xi' Xi+ d and X -# Yj (j= 1, 2, ..., k). Then q'(x) ~°on (Xi' x j + d by Taylor
expansion of q'(x). This implies q(x) == 0, which is a contradiction. Hence
q' (x) has at least m - 1 + 2k - e zeroes in [a, b]. This implies that q'(x) == 0
since m - 1+ 2k - e ~ n + 1, and so q(x) == O.

In the case (3'), pj(x) has at most one simple zero, y. Since Pf(x) is a
monotone function, y = a or band k = e, which implies that q(x) has
m ~ n + 2 - 2k + e ~ n + 1 zeroes. So q( x) == 0 and the proof is complete.

LEMMA 3.2. If the best approximation to f in R:: is rt= dlpt (d = I or
- I), r k = dklpk E R:: (dk = 1 or -1) such that

then there is a sequence {rd (denoted by itself) such that

and Pk -+ Pt' k -+ 00.

Proof Without loss of generality, we assume that d = 1. Since
IIf - rkll -+ IIf - rill when k -+ 00, then dk = 1 for sufficiently large k. In fact,
if otherwise, there is a X oE [a, b] with I(xo) = Ilfll. So

and

which contradicts IIf - rkll --> IIf - rrll when k -> w.
Since iif- rkll-+ III - rfll, {lIrkll} is bounded, then b = inf{pdx):

k=1,2,3, ... }>0. Since {Pklllpkll} and {l/llpkll} are bounded, we may
assume that pdllpkll-> q(x) and I/I1Pkll-+ a for some q(x) E 1tn and a. Then
for any xEA(f, rf)'

(q - aPf)(x) = lim(Pk/llpkll- pt/llpkll )(x)

~ lim(PkPf)(x)/lIpkll· [lif - rkll-III - rfll]

=0.

On the other hand, since q'(x) ~ 0 on [a, b] by p~ (x) ~ 0 on [a, b], then

and if x E B(rf) (\ (a, b) and (q - aPt)' (x) = 0, then q'(x) = 0 and q"(x) = O.
Then

(q - apf) " = 0
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by p}(x) = O. Using Lemma 3.1, we have that

q-aPt=O

and

pt=q/a=lim Pk
. k

since Ilqll = 1 and a =1= 0. The proof is complete.

THEOREM 3.1. Assume fE C[a, b J, 1'1= d/PIE R:: (d = 1 or -1) is a best
approximation to f in R::. If ap/~ 2, then 1'1 is strongly unique; that is, there
exists y > °such that

IIf - I'll? Ilf - rill + yllr- rill

for any rE R:.

Proof Without loss of generality, we prove the theorem only for the
case d= 1. Suppose there was a sequence {I'd in R:, rk = dk/Pk such that

R(rd = [Ilf - rkil-lif - rill J/lirk - 1'/11-> 0

when k->CXJ. Since R(rk)?1-21If-r/ll/lir-rlll, {Iirk-rtll} is bounded,
this concludes that IIf - rkll -> Ilf - rtll. By Lemma 3.2, there is a sub
sequence {I'd, denoted by itself again, such that rk= l/Pk and Pk-> PI
when k -> CXJ. Let

C=inf{ max [-er(x)(Pt-h)(x)/llpt-hIIJ:
xEA(f,rj( .

hE Jr n , II PJ- h II =1= 0, h'(x) ~°for all x E [a, b J},

then C> 0. In fact, if C ~ 0, there is hm E 7T. n with h;" ~ 0 for m = 1, 2, ... such
that

lim max { - er(x)(PJ- hm)(x )//1 PI- hmll : x E A(f, rt)} ~ 0.
m

Then there exists a subsequence of {(PI- hm)/II PI- hmll }, denoted by itself,
and q E 7T. n such that

Hence

er(x) q(x)? 0,

q/(x)?O,

when k -> 00.

X E A(f, rt )

x E B(r/)
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if oPf~ 1, q(x) satisfies the conditions (l), (2), and (3') in Lemma 3.1, and
q(x) =: 0. If oPf= 0, Pf is a constant, and q(x) is monotone, then q"(x) = °
for any xEB(rf)n(a,b) and q'(x)=O. Again by Lemma 3.1, q(X) =:0,
which contradicts IIqll = 1. So C> O. But on the other hand, for any k there
exists x E A (f, rf) such that

R(rd ~ U(X)(Pk - Pj)(X)/[ IIrk - rfll pdx) Pj(X)]

~ CIIPk - pfll/[ IIrk - rfll pdx) Pf(X)]

~ C/[11 1IPkPf ll heX) Pf(x)].

Let

Then for sufficiently large k,

min pdx) ~~,
[a,b) 2

b = min Pr(x) > O.
[a.b] .

and

which contradicts that R(rk) -. 0 when k -> 00. The proof is complete.

4. STRONG UNICITY OF ORDER 1/2

Suppose rr= dlPfE R: (d = 1 or -1) is a best approximation to f in R:.
For any g E 'lr n , define

IIgll' = max {/g(x)/, Ig'(y)/: XE Am, y E Bd,

where Am = {XI' X2' ..., x m} c A(f, rr), B} = {Yh Y2, ..., yd c B(rf) such
that Am and B I satisfy (1). 11·11' is a seminorm in 'lr n and by Markov's
inequality [8] we can easily get that, for any g in 'lr n , [lglI':( Mild for
some constant M> 0.

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose fE C[a, h] with max{j(x): x E [a, h]} #
- min {j(x): X E [a, h]}, rr is a best approximation to fin R:. Then rf is
strongly unique of order 1/2, that is, for any N> 0, there is }' > 0 such that

for any r in R: with Ilr - rrll :( N.

Proof When n = 0 or fER:, the result is true. Now we assume that
n>O andf¢R:. In this case, the best approximation rr=dlPI (d=-l
or 1).
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Again, we prove this only for d = I, since the case d = - 1 is similar. For
any N> 0, let

1f. n (f, N) = {pE 1f. n : p(x) ~ N for any XE [a, b]}

LEMMA 4.1. For any N> 0, there is p > 0 such that

I[f- rll ~ IIf - rtll + pllpt- plI'

foranyr=d/pER: (d=1 or -I) with pE1f. n (f, N).

Proof Suppose there is rk = dk/Pk E R: (d = 1 or -I) and Pk E 1f. n (f, N)
such that when k - CfJ

then {llpk-Pfll '} is bounded by Markov's inequality. So Ilf-rkll
11/ - rtll. By Lemma 3.2, there is a subsequence {rd (denoted by itself),
such that Pk - Pf' Let

_. { -a(x)(pf-h)(x). ,
C-mf max II hll' . [[pf-hll #0,

xEAI/,rj) Pt-

h'(x)~O for all XE [a, b] and hE1tn },

and with the same techniques as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we get C> O.
Thus, for any k = 1,2, ... , there is x E A(f, rt) such that

which contradicts R'(rk)-O when k-x. The proof of Lemma 4.1 IS

complete.

Now let's go back to the proof of Theorem 4.1. We prove that

R(r)= 11/ -rll-II/-rfll
IIr - rtll2

has positive lower bound in {rER:: Ilr-rfll ~N}. If not, there exists a
sequence {rk}ER: with IIrk-rfll~Nsuch that R(rk)-O. Then again by
Lemma 3.2, there is a subsequence of {rd, denoted by itself again, such
that rk = I/Pk and Pk - Pf when k - CfJ. Appealing to the proof in [3,
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Theorem 3.4], we obtain that IIPk - Plf ~ M I I[Pk - Prll' for some constant
MI' Sincepk-+ PI' rkER:, PkE7tn(f, Nd for some N l , then by Lemma 4.1
there exists a p > 0 such that

II! - rkll ~ II! - rrll + pllpk - Prll'

for any k= 1, 2, .... So

R(rd ~ pllpk - Prll'/IIrk - rrll 2

~ ~I !lPk - Prf/lh - rrl1
2

p[)2
;>---
~2MI

when k -+ oc, which contradicts R(rd -+ 0 and proves the theorem.
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